Questions received from prospective bidders for the Invitation for Proposals (IFP) updating the National Medical Standard For Reproductive Health Volume I: Contraceptive Services (IFP Number UNFPA/IFP/18/001)

1. In which language the updated version, the Fifth Edition of the National Medical Standard is expected to be prepared/delivered? The final language, is it- English or Nepali?  
   *This will be in English language.*

2. In page 9 (of the proposal document), the ‘name, title, contact information and brief summary of the relationship of the References’ is requested. What type of ‘References’ does this actually mean? Can you please provide give a bit of explanation on ‘Section F. References’?  
   *This section will require name and details of three contact persons whom you can cite as “reference” should there be any need to verify details provided in the proposal.*

3. This organization has worked under reproductive health project and adolescence project through PLAN Nepal in the marginalized lower belt of Nepal. Will we be eligible for putting forward our proposal in your concern IFP?  
   *Registered NGOs in Nepal will be eligible. Details of eligibility criteria is outlined in the Invitation for Proposal.*

4. Which are the targeted areas/ states your Implementing Partner would be working under?  
   *There is no geographical focus for the task outlined for this proposal.*

5. Could we work in Joint Venture with poly clinics and hospitals or could we put forward the proposal individually?  
   *Registered NGOs in Nepal will be eligible. Details of eligibility criteria is outlined in the Invitation for Proposal.*